GAMES AND THE GAME SERVER

Live Automated Roulette
Comtrade Gaming enables the customer to offer the most popular table games to
online casino players, round-the-clock without a croupier. Live Automated
Roulette has been designed to use a fully-automatic, air-powered roulette wheel.
This brings many advantages for the operator, such as: 24/7 usability, low
maintenance, and almost 100% reduction in operating errors and player disputes.
Live roulette also brings players together from land-based and online casino environments to the
same automatic roulette table. No detail has been overlooked. The online player simply clicks on
a chip of the desired denomination, and then on the specific area of the roulette table to place a
bet.
The Roulette Player console makes it easy for players to place the NEIGHBOUR BETS like Tier,
Orphelin, and Voisins de zero. The “REPEAT” button allows the player to place the same bets as
in the preceding round. With a click on the “CLEAR LAST” button, the player can easily clear the
last, placed bet and with a click on “CLEAR ALL,” clear all bets.

CHOOSE YOUR VIEW

The player can choose between a rich 3D environment and a classical 2D view. Both views put
the player in the heart of the action.

HIGHLIGHTS

BE WHO YOU WANT TO BE

Selectable view
Selectable avatar
Chat
Auto-play
History
Marketing
Configuration

The Live Roulette rich 3D environment allows players to be themselves or anyone they wish.
More info:
gaming@comtrade.com
www.comtradegaming.com

COMTRADE GAMING
AS YOUR GAME
DEVELOPMENT
PARTNER
Game development
HTML5 and Flash
expertise
Own HTML5 and
Flash networks
Game conversions
Online platform
End to end testing

START THE CONVERSATION
Players can chat with other players through the chat box.

AUTO-PLAY
The auto play feature enables players to automatically play a selected number of consecutive
games without having to interact with the game. A player is able to stop the auto-play function
regardless of how many auto-play gambles they initially chose or how many remain.

HISTORY
Many roulette players appreciate the ability to view the results of previous rounds in an effort to
make a better bet. The last 14 numbers are listed on the right side of the player console under
the “History” button. By clicking the “History” button, the player can see his own detailed gaming
history.

MARKETING
The Roulette Player console can display news, maintenance, and marketing announcements in
a scroll or pop-up window.

CONFIGURABLE FEATURES
Comtrade Gaming’s live gaming system provides the live casino operator numerous configuration
possibilities for chips and bet limits. The live casino operator can tailor live roulette tables
according to policies and jurisdictional demands. For example, the live casino operator can enable
or disable the halving even chances bet functionality or define the automatic disconnection of
viewing players. There are also numerous other configuration possibilities built in to the Live
Gaming system to configure the Live Automated Roulette.

SPECIAL FEATURES


Online players see a live stream from a trusted, land-based casino through two streaming
cameras



A croupier isn’t required to run the table for land-based and online play



Players can send chat messages to each other through the chat box



Player can choose between two graphical views



Convenient buttons like “Re-bet,” “Clear last” and “Clear All” make bet placement easy



The player can control the video quality and live sounds



Self-exclusion option for players



Latest news and marketing announcements can be displayed in a scroll window or pop-up
window



Numerous configuration possibilities



Based on the Comtrade Gaming Remote Gaming Server
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